Scaphoid interfragmentary motions due to simulated transverse fracture and volar wedge osteotomy.
Our goal was to determine 3-dimensional interfragmentary motions due to simulated transverse fracture and volar wedge osteotomy of the scaphoid during physiologic flexion-extension of a cadaveric wrist model. The model consisted of a cadaveric wrist (n = 8) from the metacarpals through the distal radius and ulna with load applied through the major flexor-extensor tendons. Flexibility tests in flexion-extension were performed in the following 3 test conditions: intact and following transverse fracture and wedge osteotomy of the scaphoid. Scaphoid interfragmentary motions were measured using optoelectronic motion tracking markers. Average peak scaphoid interfragmentary motions due to transverse fracture and wedge osteotomy were statistically compared (P<0.05) to intact. The accuracy of our computed interfragmentary motions was ± 0.24 mm for translation and ± 0.54° for rotation. Average peak interfragmentary motions due to fracture ranged between 0.9 mm to 1.9 mm for translation and 5.3° to 10.8° for rotation. Significant increases in interfragmentary motions were observed in volar/dorsal translations and flexion/extension due to transverse fracture and in separation and rotations in all 3 motion planes due to wedge osteotomy. Comparison of our results with data from previous in vitro and in vivo biomechanical studies indicates a wide range of peak interfragmentary rotations due to scaphoid fracture, from 4.6° up to 30°, with peak interfragmentary translations on the order of several millimeters. Significant interfragmentary motions, indicating clinical instability, likely occur due to physiologic flexion-extension of the wrist in those with transverse scaphoid fracture with or without volar bone loss.